A quick overview of the latest guidance and evidence on current issues such as smoking, sexual health, health inequalities, mental health, obesity, substance abuse, women’s health – in fact anything that you ask for!

If you have a topic suggestion, please email it to Rachel Posaner. Previous searches can be found at: http://bit.ly/1H6QOQk

**Babyon Health**
**Convenient, high quality care for every NHS patient**

**NHS England**
**GP at Hand – Fact Sheet**

**Care Quality Commission**
**GP at Hand – Inspection report** (March 2018)

**BMA**
**Smartphone app an erosion of doctor-patient relationship** (Nov. 2017)

**Royal College of General Practitioners**
**Apps and algorithms may ‘support but will never replace’ GPs, says RCGP** (June 2018)

**Royal College of Physicians**
**RCP clarifies position on the use of artificial intelligence in healthcare** (July 2018)

**NHS Evidence**
**Who cares? The future of general practice** (Reform)

**Google Scholar**
**Predicting GPs' engagement with artificial intelligence** (British Journal of Healthcare Management, March 2018)

**The Conversation**
**Online GP consultations threaten to create a two-tier healthcare system** (Aug. 2018)

**BMJ**
**GP at Hand: NHS England upholds CCG’s objection to planned Birmingham expansion** (Sept. 2018)

**GP at Hand opposes NHS England’s plan to cut funding for digital providers** (Sept. 2018)

**GP at Hand: Where have the new patients come from?** (Aug. 2018)
**Nuffield Trust**

**GP at Hand: destabilising or modernising general practice?** (June 2018)

**The NHS at 70: What will new technology mean for the NHS and its patients?** (June 2018)

**Divided we fall: Getting the best out of general practice** (Feb. 2018)

**There's an app for that, but it must pass the NHS test** (Nov. 2017)

**Future Advocacy**

**Happy 70th birthday NHS: is your new app worth the candle?**

**Babylon app will be properly regulated to ensure safety, government insists** (July 2018)

**Allyson Pollock: Portability of budgets and competition for GP practice lists—another back door route to US style ACOs?** (April 2018)

**Online consulting in general practice: making the move from disruptive innovation to mainstream service** (March 2018)

**Divided we fall: the commodification of primary medical care** (Feb. 2018)

**Smartphone GP consultation app cost CCG £150 000 in first two months** (Jan. 2018)

**Rebecca Rosen: GP at Hand and disruptive innovation in general practice provision** (Nov. 2017)

**Primary healthcare, disruptive innovation, and the digital gold rush** (Nov. 2017)

**Pulse**

**GP at Hand improves health access for migrants and homeless, finds review** (Aug. 2018)

**Babylon suffers continued block on plans to expand GP at Hand to Birmingham** (Aug. 2018)

**CCGs block Babylon’s expansion of GP at Hand to Birmingham on ‘safety grounds’** (July 2018)

**New health secretary says he is a patient of Babylon’s NHS GP app** (July 2018)

**HSJ**

**Hancock: I want to help GP at Hand expand** (Sept. 2018)

**Exclusive: Hancock met disruptive tech businesses promising to fight ‘vested interests’** (Aug. 2018)

**The Download: Matt Hancock and the disruptors** (Aug. 2018)

**Revealed: Babylon email threats to CQC** (Aug. 2018)

**Medical apps to face new scrutiny, amid criticism of “fragmentation”** (July 2018)

**Safety regulators reviewing concerns about Babylon’s ‘chatbot’** (June 2018)
GP at Hand patients refused access to some NHS services (June 2018)

Hosting GP at Hand may cost CCG more than £10m (March 2018)

Blogs and other news

Sick of waiting at the doctor’s? The app will see you now (Guardian, Sept. 2018)

Tech cheerleader takes on the NHS (Politico, July 2018)

Babylon claims its chatbot beats GPs at medical exam (BBC, June 2018)

'Amazing' GP at Hand has made NHS look foolish, says RCGP chair (GP Online, June 2018)

GPs lead protest against controversial GP at Hand service (GP Online, March 2018)

The London GP clinic that took on 14,000 new patients in three months (Economist, Feb. 2018)

The firms on a mission to drag the slumbering NHS into a digital age (Telegraph, Dec. 2017)

GP at Hand could open door to technology that will benefit all NHS patients (GP Online, Dec. 2017)

Seeing a GP on a smartphone sounds wonderful – but it's not (Guardian, Nov. 2017)

NHS offers smartphone GP appointments (BBC, Nov. 2017)

The doctor will see you now... on your smartphone (Guardian, Oct. 2016)